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Abstract

General navigation requires a spatial map that is not anchored
to one environment. The firing fields of the “grid cells” found
in the rat dorsolateral medial entorhinal cortex (dMEC) could
be such a map. Our work provides an explanation for how the
context-independent properties of “grid cell” firing arise. We
use computational means to analyze and validate the geometric
and algebraic invariant properties of the firing fields, leading to
a context-independent spatial map. Our method computes the
specific symmetry group implicitly associated with the spatial
map, and quantifies the regularity of the firing fields to achieve
a symmetry-based clustering into two different types of “grid
cells.” This quantified regularity makes spatial mapping more
computationally efficient and suggests a way to use the dMEC
firing patterns to decode the rat’s position in the room. Finally,
the highly invariant lattice structure of a “grid cell” firing field
encodes the rat’s position with sufficient redundancy to remain
the same under changes in the shape of the room. Thus we
show formally how the context-independent properties of “grid
cells” can arise from their invariance under transformation.

1 Introduction

Place cell representation is context[20][14] and task-
specific[11], while general navigation requires a more ab-
stract map that is not anchored to one environment. It
has been hypothesized that there exists a representa-
tion upstream of the rat hippocampus that is context-
independent [17] [16] [19]. This general spatial map is
just a component of a distributed network [16] which is
the basis for navigation [21] [13]. One potential possibil-
ity for such a map is the multi-peaked firing field found in
dorsolateral medial entorhinal cortex (dMEC), which ac-
curately represent the rat’s position [3] in a near-regular
grid [5]. This is in sharp contrast to place cells’ one-peak
firing fields [13] [12]. Using symmetry analysis and infor-
mation theory, we provide a justification for the hypoth-
esis that dMEC grid cells can be the basis for a general
spatial map (see also Chastain & Liu 2006 [2]). We show
that the geometric and algebraic invariant properties of
the firing fields imply the context-independence of the
dMEC spatial map.
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2 Context-Independence and
The Structure of Grid Cells

Hafting et al.’s data on grid cells suggests that dMEC
firing fields are near-regular [5]. Accordingly, we applied
Liu et al.’s [8] algorithm on Hafting et al.’s [5] data
(from the 2m diameter circular enclosure) to find the
nearest regular lattice [9] of each grid cell’s firing field.
The algorithm takes a user-specified lattice DL and finds
the nearest regular lattice by minimizing the following
energy functional:

ER =
PNi

i=1(li − ||T1||)2 +
PNj

j=1(lj − ||T2||)2 +
PNk

k=1(lk −
||T1 + T2||)2 +

PNm
m=1(lm − ||T1 − T2||)2

where li, lj , lk, and lm are the lengths of the links
in the lattice DL corresponding to links in the regular
lattice RL along the directions of T1, T2, T1 + T2, and
T1 − T2, respectively. Ni, Nj , Nk , Nm are the total
number of links in DL, and θ is the angle between T1

and T2 [8]. Vectors T1 and T2 form the boundary of a
generating tile and can be used to generate the entire
lattice (Figure 1).The results of using this analysis on
the firing fields are illustrated in Figure 1. To the left
(in Figure 1) is the original lattice, fitted by hand using
the same user interface that was used by Liu et al. [8].
To the right (in Figure 1) is the regularized lattice, with
image pixels morphed accordingly. The figure shows
three of the eleven firing field lattices fitted using this
algorithm.

2.1 Regularity Quantification of Grid
Cells

In addition, we used two regularity measures proposed
by Liu et al. [8], the G score (geometric regularity)
and the A score (firing rate regularity). The G score
is proportional to the change in energy ER needed to
regularize the lattice (with higher scores corresponding to
higher irregularity). The A score is the average standard
deviation of all corresponding pixels in all lattice tiles
(with a gaussian noise model). Textures with a regular
pattern have G = 0 and A = 0. Type I near-regular
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Figure 1: These are the firing field lattices of three dif-
ferent grid cells. The generating vectors T1 and T2 are
indicated in red.

textures (NRTs) have G close to zero and A > 0. Type
II NRTs have G > 0 and A closer to zero. Type III
(irregular) NRTs have G and A scores much further
from zero [8].

If we compute the G and A scores for all eleven of the
grid cell lattice tiles, they form two clusters (see Figure
2). In Liu’s classification of near-regular textures, the
two clusters fall squarely within type II and III NRT’s.
Firing field lattices of type II are significantly more
geometrically regular than that of the type III, but both
have the same hexagonal lattice topology. Because of
the demonstrated high regularity of each firing field,
redundancy in encoding the rat’s position is also high
[10]. Thus in order to have sufficient information to
decode the rat’s position, it is necessary to use multiple
grid cells. Grid cells show variability between cell firing
fields in both orientation and inter-peak spacing [5].
Because the regularity of the spacing has two clusters,
we can take the centroid of each to represent each type
of variability in spacing.To account for the variability
of orientation between grids, these representatives are
rotated by different degrees and integrated temporally
(the most robust method involving finding the posterior
distribution of the position given the cell responses [15]).
We hypothesize that grid cells can represent the rat’s
position by integrating the firings of just a few cells
due to the limited variability in spacing (as there are
only two clusters for inter-peak spacing in Figure 2).

Figure 2: A plot of the G and A scores of all 11 grid
cells fitted with regularized lattices. Clustering was done
using k-means. The first (leftmost) cluster of grid cells
falls within type II Near-regular Lattices, and the sec-
ond cluster of grid cells is of Type III, according to Liu’s
classification of Near-regular Lattices and Textures. [8]

This observation was verified using bayesian decoding by
Fyhn et al. [3] and is stated explicitly as a hypothesis
by Hafting et al. [5]. Fyhn et al.’s estimate of the
minimum number of grid cells required to decode the
rat’s position is eight [3], which is a feasible prediction
of our model if we simplify orientation by exploiting
rotational invariance. The number of cells whose activity
must be integrated to decode position is exponential in
the number of distinct inter-peak distances. The number
of cells required to decode position is of this form because
we must integrate all possible variations in orientation
for each distinct inter-peak spacing. Therefore a low
number of distinct inter-peak spacings is essential to
efficiently decode position.
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2.2 Invariance properties of Grid Cell
Firing Fields

The firing fields of grid cells are invariant under many dif-
ferent transformations, as can be seen in Figure 3. The
type of regularized lattice fit to the firing fields, which
has symmetry group p6m, has in fact been proven to
be a maximally redundant packing of the plane [22] [7].
Due to this high redundancy, the grid cell encoding of
position has many equivalent responses under transfor-
mations of position. A change in the geometry of the
room can be thought of as changing the possible posi-
tions in the room that the rat can visit. The possible
positions for the rat to visit in the new room are trans-
formed versions of positions possible for the rat to visit in
the old room. Because there are so few distinct grid cell
responses under transformations of position it is evident
that grid cell responses encode position in a way that is
robust to changes in room geometry. Hafting et al. have
observed this context independence as well [6]. This sug-
gests that the invariant properties of grid cell firing fields
make the dMEC spatial map highly context-independent.
The symmetry-based analysis we used identifies one of the
17 wallpaper groups [1], p6m, as the symmetry group of
the deformed firing field of dMEC. Near-regularity analy-
sis provides a computable quantitative measurement for
the different types of lattice tiles in the firing field. Al-
gebraically and geometrically, the group theoretical ap-
proach leads us to a deeper computational understanding
of the context-independent properties of the dMEC spa-
tial map.
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